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Introducing Yamaha's Fully Integrated Boat
Control System for Quad Outboard Applications
Yamaha Helm Master fully integrated boat control system now supports quad outboard applications,
making the latest Yamaha boat control technology available for boats that exceed 40 feet in length.
As before, Helm Master can be tailored for specific boat models. Helm Master not only makes docking
easier, it also incorporates additional boat control functions, such as automatic outboard trim, speed
control and automatic steering friction control. Now these features are available for the world’s largest
outboard-powered boats.

Compared to conventional quad outboard control systems Helm Master
offers a world of benefits that include:
• Outstanding docking and maneuvering capability. Helm Master allows movement of the boat with
a joystick, not only fore, aft, port and starboard, but the joystick can also be rotated for turning
and positioning the boat.
• At the touch of a button, the system integrates throttle, shift and steering, and there is no need for
bow thrusters in most boats.
• A user-selectable high mode that allows the engines to operate at higher rpm for increased control.
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Helm Master for quad outboard applications incorporates all the latest updates developed for the
Helm Master fully integrated boat control system. Enhancements as of June 2014 include:

FOR BOAT HANDLING

• Joystick calibration can now adjust forward/reverse thrust in addition to lateral steering angle.
• Engine trim angle when entering joystick mode is now selectable by the boat builder.
• Trim assist system now allows for center outboard(s) to have different trim angle(s) from outer
outboards.

FOR RELIABILITY

• Updated and improved Helm Master system software.
• Control box and control units provide improved protection from the elements for even better
corrosion resistance.
• Steering position sensor relocated to allow greater outboard tilt angle.
• Added steering clip locks keep outboards stationary during travel or long periods of non-use.

Helm Master Quad vs. Digital Electronic Control (DEC) Quad
Features

Helm Master

DEC

Key Switch

One FOB

Four Keys

Key Switch Panel

All Ignition and All Start Available

Manual Ignition and Start

Lanyard

One

Two

Top-Mounted Control

• Throttle
• Shift
• Free Throttle
• Trim Assist

• Single lever
• Center engine
• Speed control

• Throttle
• Shift
• Free Throttle

Station Select

Included in top-mounted control

Separate panel

Manual Trim

Included in top-mounted control

Separate panel

Gateway

One

Two

Synchronize All Engines

Possible

N/A

Fuel Flow/Consumption

Total Information

Separate Indicators for:
P gauge: Port and Port Center
S gauge: STBD and STBD Center

Electric Steering

Joystick

• Variable steering friction
• Selectable lock-to-lock
• Selectable toe adjust

N/A

• Selectable thrust
• High-mode

N/A
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How Quad Outboard Propulsion Works in the Helm Master System:
Moving the boat LEFT

The system shifts the outside
starboard outboard into forward
and the other three into reverse.

To the left

To the left

Moving the boat RIGHT

The system shifts the outside port
outboard in forward and the other
three in reverse.

Forward
To the right

Moving the boat in REVERSE

Initially, the two center outboards shift
into neutral while the outside port and
6ES_Joystick control
starboard outboards shift into reverse.
To the right
When the lever is pushed farther, all
outboards shift into reverse.
Reverse
6ES_Joystick control

Moving the boat FORWARD

The two center outboards shift into
neutral and the two outside outboards
shift in to forward.

Reverse
Forward
6ES_Joystick control
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THE HELM MASTER REMOTE CONTROL BOX

The new Helm Master remote control box uses two levers to control up to four outboards.
It operates manual trim control for up to four outboards, has single-lever control for up to four
outboards and provides automatic engine speed synchronization.

HELM MASTER SWITCH PANEL

The quad system comes with a switch panel, which allows for all-ignition ON/OFF, and all START/STOP.

HELM MASTER 6Y9 DISPLAY

For quad outboard use, Helm Master employs two Yamaha 6Y9 displays (can be rigged with three or
more gauges if desired).

6ES_Remote control box
REMEMBER to always observe all applicable boating laws. Never drink and drive. Dress properly with USCG-approved personal flotation device and protective gear. This document contains many of Yamaha’s valuable trademarks.
It may also contain trademarks belonging to other companies. Any reference to other companies or their products are for identification purposes only, and are not intended to be an endorsement. Due to Yamaha’s ongoing commitment to
product improvement, we reserve the right to change without notice, equipment, materials, specifications or prices. The information and data contained herein is approximate and subject to many factor and variables, including but not
limited to atmospheric, water and equipment conditions and operator ability. Therefore, such information and data is provided as a guideline only. © 2014 Yamaha Motor Corporation, U.S.A. All rights reserved.
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